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SAPIENCE, A LOCAL EDUCATION COMPANY
FOR CHILDREN INVESTS $960K FOR WEEKLY
100% FREE WORKSHOPS FOR ALL
NEVADIANS AND 100% FREE TUITION FOR
KIDS IN ORPHANAGES
A local Henderson, NV education Company launches 100% free community educational workshop
program teaching neuroscience, drama, abacus, arts, robotics, coding, boxing & more. This community
investment in the community also comes with a commitment to offering free tuition for kids in
orphanages in every Abacus class. The first official event will be hosted on Saturday, August 3rd, 2019 at
9731 S Eastern Ave, Las Vegas 89183 NV at 11 am.
Henderson, NV 7/27/19 – Sapience, a revolutionary education company that supports children in
grades Kindergarten through 12th grade is dedicating $960,000 over to support the Henderson & Vegas
community with free weekly educational workshops for families and children. These workshops have an
incredibly positive impact on children and range from Yoga, Drawing, Painting, Neuroplasticity,
Philosophy, Meditation, and much more!
“The different types of concepts, as well as the type of talented professors, teachers, and coaches that
are leading the workshops, will make a significant impact for the overall education for the Henderson
community.” The first free event Sapience will hold, will have hundreds in attendance and is taking place
on Saturday, August 3rd, 2019. The event will be an Art Discovery & Learning Workshop where Clark
County’s top Art Teacher will teach participants how to draw, color, and paint their favorite Super Hero
Character, Pokémon Character or Animal! The participant's work will be auctioned and 100% of the
money given to the students, teaching them a life long lesson of that learning new skills have utility just
like the old adage explains “skills pay the bills”
The Sapience isn’t stopping with free workshops; since they are known for their brain exercise classes
where children develop the ability to do mental math faster than a calculator, they are going to
empower kids in orphanages to participate. At least one seat per Brain Exercise Abacus team will be
provided for a child in a local Nevada orphanage. Sapience estimates to provide orphanages $240,000
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in free tuition. Sapience is reaching out to community leaders and subject matters experts that would
like to get involved, reach out to info@thesapience.com
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